U.S. Civil Service Commission Report (February, 1967)

Bern Porter
Information in this report has been obtained under a pledge of confidence. The sources of information must not be disclosed to the person investigated. The information must not be discussed with him in a manner which would reveal or permit him to deduce its source. However, these restrictions do not apply to (1) information of public record; (2) information from law enforcement records; and (3) information from Federal personnel records which could be obtained on request by the employee.

This report is the property of the United States Civil Service Commission and may be recalled at any time. Transfer of this report to another agency is not permitted without prior consent of the Commission. The report and its contents must be safeguarded in a manner to prohibit unauthorized disclosure. Access is to be limited to those persons whose official duties require it.

The testimony of all witnesses is given in substance unless indicated by quotation marks.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

[Signature]
Post Office Department, Federal
Building.

This department made an inquiry in March 1965 involving Bernard H. Porter, born February 14, 1911 at Houlton, Maine and residing at that time at 2009 Lee High Drive, N.E., Huntsville, Alabama as a result of some allegations of mail fraud that he made against other persons. Our investigation disclosed that these other persons had no previous record of mail fraud and our investigation showed no basis for his allegations. It was learned by our inspectors that Porter rented a home in Huntsville from a [redacted] and was a peculiar type of person who was not
generally liked by the neighbors. He did not ever speak to a neighbor and the neighbors stated that every night all of the lights in his house would go out at 8:00 P.M. At the time of our investigation he had been employed as an Engineer by Boeing Company in Huntsville since July 7, 1964 and had been employed by the Federal Electric Corporation in Paramus, New Jersey in 1962. No other information appears in our files concerning this individual.
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